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  Avin, Shahar  Finding excellence or making excellence: assessing the Wellcome Trust's investigator awards 2009-2010 

  George, Rebecca Abortion and devolution in Scotland, 1968–1979 2009-2010 

  Kattirtzi, Michael  What is a communitarian account of rule-following good for? 2009-2010 

  Maddox, Andrew Models and demarcation 2009-2010 

  Morris, Tom  Havelock Ellis, John Addington Symonds, and Richard Burton: the early history of English sexology 2009-2010 

  Mozley, Fiona  Feminist controversies: Richard Polwhele's 'Unsex'd Females' and its twentieth-century revival 2009-2010 

  Myelnikov, Dmitriy  Transgenic mice as cancer models 2009-2010 

  Saso, Anja  The communication strategies of Médecins Sans Frontières: 'Temoignage' and 'Speaking out', 1971–2010 2009-2010 

  Binns, Reuben  Deontological justifications of intellectual property rights: a critique 2010-2011 

  Brannan, Duncan  From the edge of extinction: an examination of the virtues of last-ditch species preservation 2010-2011 

  Chachamu, Netta  The ethics of research into changing people's sexual preferences 2010-2011 

  Cook, William  The botanical specimens of Thomas Dale in the Martyn Herbarium 2010-2011 

  Donovan, Chris  What is practical knowledge? 2010-2011 

  
dos Remedios, 

Vashka  

Undermining the foundations of philosophy or cementing the gaps in theories of causation? Lakoff and 

Johnson's conceptual theory of metaphor 
2010-2011 

  
Gregory-Clarke, 

Madeleine  
Nunn May, tacit knowledge and the role of the atom spies 2010-2011 

  Lawrence, Natalie Birds of paradise and collecting Eden 2010-2011 

  Momcilovic, Esther  Riding the Iguanodon to immortality: discovery in 19th-century geology 2010-2011 

  Ryan, Joe The early history of ethology in Cambridge 2010-2011 

  Sheldrake, Merlin What's in a name? Hereos and visions in Amazonian ethnobotany 2010-2011 

  Sinclair, Amy  Globalisation and its consequences for the ethical issues surrounding global public health 2010-2011 

  Wheeler, Georgina  Lesbians and artificial insemination in Britain 2010-2011 

  Windo, Louise  Boyle's glow-worms: reflections on experiments and experimental reflections 2010-2011 

  Dianat, Faraz  Treatment versus enhancement: reconstructing the moral import of the distinction using risk and precaution 2011-2012 



  Granville, Charlotte  
Examining the early development of the Hospice Movement as part of broad conceptual changes in the view 

and voice of the patient and the dying, with a focus on the writing of Cicely Saunders 
2011-2012 

  Kumar, Karina  Race and colour in the journals of the Royal Asiatic Society  2011-2012 

  Nath, Rory  Mauritius on display: exhibitions, “improvement” and the politics of Mauritian science, 1846-59  2011-2012 

  Richards, Lowri  Feeding the nation, nourishing the empire: diets in 19th-century British institutions 2011-2012 

  Shiels, Reuben Natural Selection reconsidered 2011-2012 

  Stevens, Jack  Negretti & Zambra’s scientific instruments: a new dimension to the Victorian culture of travel 2011-2012 

✓ Taape, Tillmann Vernacular distillation: Hieronymus Brunschwig’s Liber de arte distillandi 2011-2012 

  Watson, Oliver  David Ferrier: localising brain functions in Victorian Britain  2011-2012 

  Auld, Hamish Naval medicine in 18th and 19th centuries 2012-2013 

  Fowers, Callum Philosophical questions in intellectual property and the patent of new inventions 2012-2013 

  Henriques, Martha Paul Feyerabend’s later phase philosophy 2012-2013 

  Hughes, Isabel  An early 19th-century 'museum microscope' and cultures of collecting 2012-2013 

  Marsh, Oliver 
Circulating ‘mythologies’ (as form of public knowledge) of popular scientists (Richard Feynman and/or Carl 

Sagan) in 1950s-1990s US 
2012-2013 

  
McCracken, 

Alexander  
Paracelsian responses to plague in early modern England  2012-2013 

  Melgaard, Nicholas  
Kant and Hume on the external world – the refutation of idealism: how far is Kant’s answer satisfactory to the 

sceptic?   
2012-2013 

  Potts, Alistair  The classification of mental disorders: the DSM 2012-2013 

  Pulman, Catherine  The classification of Antisocial Personality Disorder: ‘real’ underlying medical diseases or social constructs? 2012-2013 

  Taylor, Nicholas  Retrocausality in quantum mechanics: philosophy of time 2012-2013 

  Vane, Olivia  The history of typography in relation to models of vision and observation 2012-2013 

✓ Woodman, Anthony 
Facilitating informed choice: the commincation obligations of scientists to the public and the 2009 L'Aquila 

earthquake 
2012-2013 

  Bankes, Edd  Identification, looping and the emergence of a human kind: the case of safe-sex in Toronto, 1981-1988 2013-2014 

  Bulstrode, Jenny Men, mines and machines: Robert Were Fox, the dip-circle and the Cornish system 2013-2014 

✓ Drnovsek Zorko, Filip  Species concepts in biological practice: re-thinking monism and pluralism 2013-2014 

  Gibb, Abby  The sporting body and stories of exclusion: doping and disability 2013-2014 

  Griffin, Juliet  
An ex ante contractualist approach to Rose's prevention paradox: risk thresholds for cancer screening 

programmes as a case study 
2013-2014 

  Hay, Matthew  Stornoway and the North Atlantic storm-climate: a re-analysis of history's place in climate science 2013-2014 



  Hynard, James  Sex in print in late 18th-century France 2013-2014 

  Morley, Jessica  Robert S Whipple as collector, donor and historian (1871-1953) 2013-2014 

  Naughton, Emma  Lost world fiction and the domestication of the dinosaur, 1880-1914 2013-2014 

  Robinson, Anna  Models of authority: the place of geological models in the visual language of geology 2013-2014 

  
Selvackadunco, 

Athiban  
Kant's Second Analogy and Newtonian physics 2013-2014 

  Udale-Smith, Alice  Separating theories and entities: the search for middle ground in the scientific realism debate 2013-2014 

  Waller, Jacob  Thomas Carlyle and the 'hero as "man of science"' in the mechanical age 2013-2014 

✓ Anderljung, Markus Weighing the world: cost-benefit analyses of the sustainable development goals 2014-2015 

✓ Baynham-Herd, Zac 
In pursuit of plesiosaurs: Sir Peter Scott, British conservation, and the Loch Ness Phenomena Investigation 

Bureau 
2014-2015 

  Jefferies, Petula Pest problems with radical solutions; radicalism and entomology in 1970s America 2014-2015 

  Martin Kelly, Anna 3/4D foetal imaging and abortion in the British media, 2003-2007 2014-2015 

  Neil, Ezra 
Two degrees of saturation: communicating climate change to the public in the UK’s media saturated 

environment 
2014-2015 

  Peck, William 
Denizens on display: a study of the relationship between living exhibits and anthropological institutions in 

19th-century Britain 
2014-2015 

  Raff, Ella 
'The poetical character […] is not itself – it has no self – it is everything and nothing – it has no character' (John 

Keats): science, poetry and poems in the writing of Humphry Davy 
2014-2015 

✓ Squirrell, Timothy Delegating diagnosis to computers: IBM's Watson and the 'responsibility gap' 2014-2015 

✓ Taylor, Benjamin Non-genetic inheritance and intergenerational stability in modern evolutionary theory 2014-2015 

  Tulley, Rachel 
The problem of publication management: is Big Pharma undermining the system of biomedical research 

publication? 
2014-2015 

  Venus, Bethany 
Disrupting the psychiatric metanarrative of knowledge: the emerging multiplicity of narratives within the 

recovery movement in tension with the mainstream shift towards recovery-oriented services in the UK 
2014-2015 

✓ Webb, Jamie 
'Between a rock and a hard place': racial anti-realism as social constructivism de jure or social constructivism 

de facto 
2014-2015 

✓ Woodhouse, Barney 
Contested boundaries: physiology's internal milieu and the debates over vivisection and vaccination in late 

Victorian Britain 
2014-2015 

  Binney, Sarah The science of horology: making and using time in the long 19th century 2015-2016 

  Bristow, Jamie Anthropocentrism and self-awareness 2015-2016 

  Brooks, Sam 
Early 20th-century debates over life on Mars and their impact on the 1938 War of the Worlds broadcast 

incident 
2015-2016 



✓ Carter, Eoin The making of the Scottish mechanics' class: reinterpreting the Mechanics' Institutes 2015-2016 

✓ Clothier, Holly Children of the environmental apocalypse 2015-2016 

  Dai, Mary Grace Hopper and fellow pioneers in the 20th century: war, computers and the question of gender 2015-2016 

  Griffiths, Katharine Tarantism: a diverse historical tool 2015-2016 

  Hart, Rob 
Reconsidering speculation: charting the permissible use of speculative ethics as a preparatory tool for 

considering future developments in science and technology 
2015-2016 

  Luque-Lora, Rogelio 
'Balancing beauty and horror': exploring the role of enchantment in motivating environmentalism in the 

Anthropocene 
2015-2016 

✓ Lynam, Michael Criminals and ourselves: the ISTD, criminal justice and the psychoanalytic decline 2015-2016 

✓ Painter, Joe Elimination of surplus cockerels: applying and communicating early Cambridge genetics 2015-2016 

  Scott, Will Manipulation of the electron: Gilbert Lewis and Robert Robinson 2015-2016 

✓ Bonham-Carter, Joe The reception of Erasmus Darwin's Phytologia 2016-2017 

  Drury, Jo The new Silent Spring? Debating the role of neonicotinoids in Colony Collapse Disorder 2016-2017 

  Farraway, Daniel Painting the Enlightenment: redefining the 'Age of Reason' through Joseph Wright of Derby's audiences 2016-2017 

✓ Frow, Steph Joseph Needham and allegations of biological warfare in the Korean War, 1951-3 2016-2017 

  Hayes, Abby The role of a feminist critique in scientific and medical approaches to menstruation 2016-2017 

  Livesey, James The paradigm of neurodiversity and understanding 'brain difference' in autism 2016-2017 

  O'Hare, Emma Physics demonstration apparatus in textbooks and trade literature 2016-2017 

✓ Polding, Robin Catching colds in 17th and 18th century Britain: humourism, anatomy and everyday life 2016-2017 

✓ Polina, Sosnina Is the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale a good measuring instrument for research into depressive disorders? 2016-2017 

  Rees, Peter C.S. Lewis, science and society 2016-2017 

  Suppa, Rosanna 
Top-down vs bottom-up: integrating the response from Gay Men Fighting AIDS into the media and 

governmental 'de-gaying' of AIDS in 1980s Britain 
2016-2017 

  Tao, Paul Making causal inferences in medicine: statistical vs. mechanistic approaches 2016-2017 

✓ Warne, Henry The visibility of male 'sterility' in British medicine, 1870-1930 2016-2017 

  Whatford, Shona Spa consumers in 18th-century England: tourism, writing and advice 2016-2017 

  Whitehouse, James The use of mechanistic evidence for causal inference in biomedicine 2016-2017 

  Blackshaw, Nadia The minds behind the madness: analysing the many minds interpretation of quantum mechanics 2017-2018 

✓ Burden, Tabitha 
Characterising collections: on the preservation of old scientific apparatus at the Cavendish Laboratory and the 

Whipple Museum, Cambridge 
2017-2018 

  Congdon, Jack The 'effeminate' man: 19th-century sexology and the conflation of homosexuality and effeminacy 2017-2018 

✓ Cooper, Jonathan Metallurgy, agronomy and utopianism: Gabriel Plattes's discovery of infinite treasure, 1639–44 2017-2018 



  Fishwick, Helen Pragmatism in psychiatric nosology: towards a greater focus on the practical impacts of diagnostic categories 2017-2018 

  Hart, Shanna Of mammoths and men: contextual understandings of species extinction in the Age of Revolution 2017-2018 

✓ Irving-Hyman, Daisy The Balfour Laboratory: a case study in gender, space and science in late-19th and early-20th century Britain 2017-2018 

  Sears, Will The natural philosophy of Thomas Hobbes 2017-2018 

  Shearme, Rob Ontogeny recapitulating phylogeny 2017-2018 

  Yan, Yenga Sugar imperialism in the late Qing: Jardine Matheson and the China Sugar Refining Company, 1867–1928 2017-2018 

  Arnold, Annabel Understanding the objectivity of methodologically sound research sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry 2018-2019 

✓ Barkemeyer, Anna Clothes make people, the stool makes the leader: the story of a Kom throne and its journey to Germany 2018-2019 

  Cox, MacGregor Divergence of opinion in the risk policy discourse; cognitive errors and cultural value differences 2018-2019 

✓ Cradden, Gabriel Beyond the standard debate: how blogs and social media changed the argument over future colliders 2018-2019 

  Davin, Michael Pluralism and practice in the metaphysics of gender 2018-2019 

✓ Eapen, Grace Between colonial and national science: the formative years of the Indian Science Congress 2018-2019 

  Elliott, Nicola 'Prescribd to her and prayd with her': the care and experiences of sick children in the 18th century 2018-2019 

✓ Evans, Hamish 
Building a new consensus of care before birth: addressing perinatal mortality and handicap crisis in Thatcher's 

Britain 
2018-2019 

  Evans, Tudor Pragmatic realism and quantum mechanics 2018-2019 

✓ Greenwood, Beth Rethinking the future: a new development in the history of IPCC climate change scenarios 2018-2019 

  Harvey, Ruth Polar visuality: the expedition art of Captain John Ross 2018-2019 

  Hayler, Alice How can we gauge how painful someone's pains are and what are the clinical implications? 2018-2019 

✓ Kelly, Nadya Just health, just justice, or neither? Motivating a feminist approach to end of life care 2018-2019 

  Komen, Gaelan 
The diplomatic-scientific structure of the Pugwash conferences on science and world affairs in the period 

1979–1985 
2018-2019 

  Parker, Felicity English manuscripts on shipbuilding, 1570–1640 2018-2019 

✓ Rasul, Sara 
An improbable tale? The development of Owens College from upstart institution to world-class research 

university, 1851–1910 
2018-2019 

  Reed, Kieran Wind turbines in conceptual disrepair 2018-2019 

✓ Ridley, Alex 
Immoral sex and irresponsible contraception: emergency hormonal contraception in Britain and its contested 

transition to an over-the-counter drug 
2018-2019 

  Slade, Tara Double trouble through the looking glass: reflecting on the logic in philosophical inconsistency 2018-2019 

  Smart, Will The Anthropocene: multiple meanings of the newest geological epoch 2018-2019 

  Tavernor, Vicky 
'In the most severe forms of this strange malady, he is, in fact, morally an animal': moral insanity at the York 

Retreat between 1835 and 1890 
2018-2019 


